ONE FOR ALL

ONE Layering Ceramic For ALL Your Ceramic & Titanium Needs
Zirconia, Lithium Disilicate, Veneers, Titanium

With the INSYNC CERAMIC SYSTEM, exceeding every esthetic expectation has never been easier, faster or more predictable.
Zirconia, Lithium Disilicate, Veneers and Titanium.
With the revolutionary InSync Ceramic System you can do it all.

- Low fusing veneering ceramic for lifelike esthetics and maximum versatility
- Common layering and accurate shade matching regardless of substructure for increased lab efficiency
- Low firing temperature for fast, great results

Natural, Perfect Results
Outstanding Esthetics: Get natural looking restorations that exhibit high light transmission and blend in perfectly with natural teeth.

- Translucent, fluorescent and opalescent; reproduce the natural reflective light properties seen in natural dentition
- Compact, dense, defect-free surface finish; replicate true-to-nature surface like tooth enamel
- Predictable shades out of the bottle achieve desired shade quick and easy
- Natural effects; achieve unique surface texture and surface finish with a natural appearance

Predictable, Reliable Build Ups
Exceptional Handling: Get consistent results and gain more control during the restorative process.

- Color and Value Stable; will not turn grey, diminish in color or value after multiple firing
- Resistant to lifting or tearing; not technique sensitive
- Build ups resistant to slumping and rounding; consistency and predictability out of the bottle
- Minimal/low shrinkage; no need for adjustments
- Fine, uniform grain size; reliable material with stable margins
- Easy to grind and polish; achieve nice surface finish when grinding is required for minor changes